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ABSTRACT 
For F a field of characteristic two, the problem of determining which mXn 
matrices of rank r have normalized generalized inverses and which have pseudoin- 
verses is solved. For Fq a finite field of characteristic two, both the number of m X n 
matrices of rank r over F which have normalized generalized inverses and the 
numher of mX n matrices of rank T over Fq which have pseudoinverses are de- 
termined. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Rohde [15, 161 distinguished four different generalized (Moore-Penrose) 
inverses [ll, 12, 141 of a matrix over the complex field-a generalized 
inverse, a reflexive generalized inverse, a normalized generalized inverse, 
and the pseudoinverse. Pearl [13] considered the existence of the various 
generalized inverses of a given m X n matrix of rank r over an arbitrary field 
F under an involutory automorphism (Y :F-+F. For F a finite field, the 
author, in a previous paper [8], enumerated the various generalized inverses 
of a given m x n, rank r matrix over F. In the same paper, except for fields of 
characteristic two with LY the identity automorphism, the author char- 
acterized and enumerated (for F finite) those m X n matrices of rank r over F 
with a normalized generalized inverse and with a pseudoinverse. In this 
paper, the author considers the characterization and the enumeration (F 
finite) of those m x n matrices of rank T over F of characteristic two which 
have a normalized generalized inverse and which have a pseudoinverse, 
where (Y is the identity automorphism of F. 
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2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, F will denote a field of characteristic two, and if 
designated finite, Fq will denote the Galois field GF (q), 4 =2”. l&,,(F) will 
denote the set of all m X n matrices over F. If A =(a,) E M,,,,(F), then 
A’=(u,;)Ei&,,(F) denotes the transpose of A. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A E M,,,,(F). Any X in G(m, n, F) = {X E 
M,,,(F):AXA=A} will be called a generalized inverse of A. Any X in 
R(m,n,F)={X EG( m,n,F):XAX=X} wiU be called a reflexive genemlizzd 
inverse of A. Any X in N(m,n,F)={XER(m,n,F):(AX)‘=AX} will be 
called a normalized generalized inverse of A and will be denoted by An = X. 
Any X in P(m,n,X)= {X EN( m,n,F): (XA)‘=XA} will be called a pseudo- 
inverse of A and will be denoted by A + = X. 
Penrose [14] showed that every matrix A over the complex field has an 
A” andauniqueA+. However, Pearl [13] showed that the m X n matrix A 
of rank r over an arbitrary field has an An and an A + (unique) only under 
certain conditions. For later reference, Pearl’s result is restated as Theorem 
1. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose A is an m X n matrix of rank r over F. Then 
AhusanA” if and only if r=rank(A’A), (2.1) 
and 
A hanA+ if andonly if r=rank(AtA)=rank(AA’). (2.2) 
Thus, for example, the 1 X n matrix A = [l,O, . . . ,O] of rank 1 over GF (2) has 
bothanA”andanA+, while the matrix B=[l,l,O ,..., OJ has a B” but not a 
B +, and the matrix B’ has neither. 
In order to enumerate, for F finite, those matrices A of rank r in M&(F) 
such tbat An exists and A + exists, certain cardinalities are required. In 
particular, for 
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where Zk is the kX k identity matrix, and for u=2k, the cadidity )Sp,(q)] 
of the sympl4xtic group, 
is required. Dickson [6] gave ]Sp,(4)] as 
p&(q)l= (qk- l)qk-‘(qk-2- l)cp.. . (cf- 1)q. (2.3) 
MacWihiams [lo] gave the cardinahty 1 gk( q)1 of the group 
0-I 
4” u (42v-42i) if k=2v+l, 
l@kb?)1= 
i=O 
0-l (2.4) 
q” n (q2”-q2*) if k=2v. 
i-l 
Landsberg [9] determined the number g(n, m, r, 4) of n X m matrices of rank 
r over finite field Fg to be 
g(n,m,r,g)=q’(‘-‘)‘2 
fi (qn-i+l_l)(qm-i+l_l) 
(qi-1) * i-l 
(2.5) 
In a series of papers, Buckhiester [2, 3, 4, 51, by applying the theory of 
symmetric bilinear forms, found the number %(A, C, n, s, r) of n X s matrices 
X of rank T over a finite field F4 such that 
X’AX=C, (2.6) 
where A is nX n, symmetric of rank m over Fg, and where C is s X S, 
symmetric of rank u over Fg. The particular values required are 
nt(Zk,Z,, k,r,r) and %(Zk, G,, k,r,r), where for r=2v, 
Buckhiester [4] determined ‘%(Z,,Z,, k,r,r) to be 
(2.7) 
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where 
9(r,k)= 
r/2 
g1 (qk-2’- 1)(qk-2’+1) (k even, r even), 
(r- I)/2 
4 
k-r iGl (qk-2i_l)(qk-2i+l) (k even, r odd), 
r/2 
iG1 (qk-2’)(qk-=+1- 1) (k odd, T even), 
(r- I)/2 
(qk-‘-1) ,G1 (qk-2’+1-l)(qk-2i) (k odd, rodd). 
Buckhiester [3] also determined %(I,, G,, k,r,r), for r=2v, to be 
(2.9) 
where % (&O, k, T, r) is given by 
(k odd), 
(k even). 
(2.10) 
3. MATRICES OVER F WHICH POSSESS NORMALIZED 
GENERALIZED INVERSES 
The remarks which follow will be summarized as Theorem 2. 
Frame [7j has shown (and it is an easy exercise to verify) that the m X n 
matrix A has rank T if and only if A can be factored as 
A=RS, (3.1) 
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where R is m X r of rank r and were S is r X n of rank r. Moreover, for A 
m x n of rank r over F factored as in (3.1), rank(AtA) = r if and only if 
rank( R ‘R ) = r. Thus by (2.1), the m X n matrix A of rank r has a normalized 
generalized inverse if and only if A can be factored as (3.1), where r = rankR 
= rank R ‘R and where r = rank S. 
Two cases are distinguished. Either B = RfR is alternate or else it is 
rwnultenuzte. If B = R ‘R is r X r of rank r and alternute, then r is even 
(r = 2k), and there exists P nonsingular such that 
XtX=(RP)‘(RP)=ptBP= (3.2) 
where X = RP. Conversely, if the m X r matrix X over F satisfies X ‘X = G, 
then for each nonsingular P of size r, R = XP satisfies R ‘R = (XP)“(XP) = 
P%, P= B, where B = R ‘R is alternate [l] of rank r. 
Thus, if R is m X r of rank r over F such that R tR is alternate of rank r, 
then R=XP, where X is mxr such that X’X=G and where Pis rxr and 
nonsingular. Hence, for such an R and any r X n matrix S of rank r, A = AS 
has a normalized generalized inverse. But RS = (XP)S = X(PS) = XS,, where 
S,= PS is rxn or rank r. 
Finally, if each of X, and X, is m X r over F such that X:X, = X,“Xa = G, 
then X, S, = X,S,, for each of S, and S, r X n of rank r over F, if and only if 
X, = X,( S,S;) = X,Q, w h ere S, is any right inverse of S, and where Q= S,S, 
satisfies G = X;X, = Q’XlX,Q = QtGkQ, that is, where Q is in the sym- 
plectic group Sp,(F) over F. 
On the other hand, if an m X n matrix A of rank r over F is factored as 
A=RS,whereSisrXnofrankrandwhereRismXrsuchthatR’R=Bis 
nonalternate of rank r, then there exists P, r X r and nonsingular, such that 
xfx= (RP)~(R~) = p’Bp= 5, (3.3) 
where X = RP. Conversely, if the m X r matrix over F satisfies XfX = Zk, then 
for each nonsingular P of size r, R = XP satisfies R ‘R = PfP= B, where 
B = R tR is nonalternate [l] of rank r. 
Therefore, the m X n matrix A = RS over F has a normalized generalized 
inverse, where S is rX n of rank r and where R = XP is mX r such that 
X ‘X = Z, and P is r X r nonsingular. Moreover, S, = PS is r X n of rank r, and A 
has the factorization A = XS. 
Suppose the m X n matrix A of rank r with normalized generalized 
inverse has two factorizations as above: A = X,S, = X,S,. Then Xi = X,( S&) 
= X,B, where B = S,Si with Sl any right inverse of S,. Thus, XIX, = 
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B*(X;xs)B. If x:x,= 4, th en X,X, cannot be GJfor r=2k) [l]. Thus, 
XiXs=Z,andBisin g,(F). IfX:X,=G (r=2k), thenXiX,=& andBisin 
SpJF). Theorem 2 below summarizes these results. 
THEOREM 2. ThemXnmQtrixAofrankroverFhasa~i~ 
generalized inverse if and only if A = XS, where S is TX n of rank T and 
where X is mXr such that XtX=Z, OT XtX=G (r=2k). Moreover, the 
mXnmatt+xAofrankroverFwith normalized genemlized inverse has the 
fact0rixation.s as above, A= X,S,=X,S,, if and only if X,=X,(S,S~), where 
SsS, is in 8,(F) if X:X, = Z, and where S,Si is in Sp,(F) if X:X,= G,(r=2k). 
S: is any right inverse of S,. 
Let Fq denote the finite field GF( 9). Let %( m, n, T, 9) be the number of 
m X n matrices A of rank r over Fq each of which has a normalized 
generalized inverse. Then Theorem 2 has the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. The number GJC(m,n,r,q) of rn~ n matrices of rank T 
over Fq each of which bus a normalized generalized inverse is 
1 %(L, I,, m, r, r) g\:T$p’ , 
r==2k+l 
%(m,n,r,q)= 
[ 
Wh,Z,,m,r,r) + s(LGk,m,r,r) 
l%(q)1 ]Sp,(q)J I 
g(r n r q) 
’ ’ ’ ’ T==2k, 
where ‘WLJ,,m,r,r) i.~ given by (2.7), %(Z,,&,m,r,r) by (2.9), IS,(q)1 by 
(2.4), lSp,(9)I by (2.3) and g(r, 12, r,9) by (2.5). 
4. MATRICES OVER F WHICH POSSESS PSEUDOINVERSES 
The remarks below are summarized as Theorem 3, which follows. 
By (2.2) of Theorem 1, the mX n matrix A of rank r over F has a 
pseudoinverse if and only if A has a normalized generalized inverse and 
T = rank(AA ‘). Thus, let the m x n matrix A of rank r over F be factored as 
A~XS,whereXismXrsuchthatXtXiseitherGk(r=2kinthiscase)or1, 
and S is rxn of rank T. Now r=rank(AAt) if and only if r=rank(SS’). Let 
C = SS t. Then C is T X T and symmetric. 
If T = 2k and C is alternate, there exists P nonsingular such that YYt = 
(PS)( Z’S)’ = PCZ” = G. That is, there exists P nonsingular such that Y = Z’S 
satisfies YY t = Gk. Conversely, suppose S = P - ‘Y is r X n such that YY t = C& 
and suppose X is m X r such that X’X is Z, or G. Then SS’=P-‘GJP-l)t. 
Thus, SS t is alternate [l] of rank T. Moreover, the m X n matrix A = XP-‘Y 
has rank T and has a pseudoinverse. 
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Similarly, it can be shown that the m X n matrix A = XS of rank r over F 
with normalized generalized inverse, where SS’ is alternate, has a pseudoin- 
verse if and only if S = QY, where Q is r X r nonsingular and where YY’ = Z,. 
Thus, the m X n matrix A of rank r over F has a pseudoinverse if and only 
if A can be factored as A = XQY, where X is m X r such that X’S is Z, or G 
(r = 2k), Q is r X r nonsingular, and Y is r X n such that YYt is Z, or G 
(r = 2k). Moreover, since by Theorem 1 such an m X n matrix A of rank r 
over F has a normalized generalized inverse, A has the factorizations as 
above, A = X,Q, Yr = XsQs Y,, if and only if X, = XsB, where B= 
QsYsYiQr-’ is in 8,(F) if X:X,= Z, and where B is in Sp,(F) (r=2k) if 
X:X, = G. However, if A with pseudoinverse has the factorizations as above, 
A = X,Q, Y, = X,QzY,, where there exists no B in g,(F) or in Spk( F) such 
that X, = X,B, then X, = X, and Q1 Y, = Qs Y,. But Qr Yr = Qs Ys if and only 
if Y, = (Q:Qs)Y,, where Q! is any left inverse of Qr, where Q:Q, is in ‘8,(F) 
if Y, Y: = Z,, and where QlQ, is in Sp,( F) if Y, Y: = G. 
Theorem 3 summarizes these results. 
THEOREM 3. The m X n matrix A of rank r over F has a pseudoinverse if 
andonlyifAcanbefactoredasA=XQY,whereXismXrsuchthutX’X 
is Z, or q (r=2k in this case), where Q is r X r, nonsingular, and where YY* 
isZ,or~.Moreover,ifthemXrmatricesXsuchth~tX~X=Z,orX~X=G, 
huve been chosen so that no X, = X,B for B in Q,(F) or in SpI.(F), then the 
m X n, rank r matrix A with pseudoinverse has the factorizutions a above, 
A = X,Q, Y, = X,QzY,, if and only if X, = X, and Y, = CY,, where C = QiQ2 
is in g,(F) if Y, Yi = Z, and where C is in Sp,( F) if Y, Yi = C;. Qi is any left 
inverse of Qr . 
Let us consider the finite field F and let ‘? (m, n, r, q) be the number of 
m x n matrices of rank T over Fq which have pseudoinverses. Hence, Theo- 
rem 3 has the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. The number of m X n matrices of rank r over Fq each of 
which has a pseudoinverse is 
T(m,n,r,q)=. 
[ 
WZ,,Z,,m,f,r) 
l%(dl + 
%(Z,,C;r,m,r,r) 
ISPW I 
g( r, r, r, q) 
. i 
x %(Z,,Z,,n,r,r) + %(Z,,G,n,r,r) 
lwdl ISPr(4 I 
, r=2k, 
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where 9TL (I,,,, I,, m, r, T) and 92. (I,, Z,, n, r, r) are given by (2.7) and (2.8), 
where %(I,,,, G ,m,r,r) ad X(&,C, , n,r,r) are given by (2.9) and (2.10), 
where [G,(q)1 is given by (2.4), where ISp,(q)l i.s given by (2.3), and where 
g(r,r,r,q) is given by (2.5). 
The author intends in subsequent papers to consider problems related to 
generalized inverses of matrices over modular rings of integers and over 
finite local rings, the building blocks for the finite commutative rings with 
identity. 
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